of eighteen major societies. At the time of her survey all the archives listed were in the keeping of the societies themselves. Increasingly, however, societies were finding the task of housing records and servicing researchers too burdensome, and a trend to deposit archives in suitable libraries and repositories began. This process continued in the 1980s as a number of societies found it too costly to maintain expensive premises in central London. Several moved out of London or off-loaded noncurrent and bulky records. This prolonged period of dispersal has been a confusing and bewildering time for researchers and archivists alike. Particularly hard hit have been overseas visitors who have tramped familiar streets to fondly remembered doors only to be met with "gone away" notices or by new owners in occupation. During the last twenty years or so, many societies have also changed their names to ones more in keeping with the times or have merged with other societies. Both home-based and over seas scholars often have been baffled and perplexed and, on appealing to librarians and archivists, have found them unable to provide accurate and up-to-date information.
Survey of Archives
In the spring of 1992, motivated by a desire to inform and enlighten would-be researchers (and ourselves!) of the present whereabouts and contents of missionary archives in the United Kingdom, David Arnold (professor of South Asian history in the University of London) and I began a project to survey the archives of as many British missionary societies as we could locate. This was planned to coincide with a workshop on mis sionary archives we were organizing at the School of Oriental and African Studies in July 1992. We obtained a grant from the Nuffield Foundation to finance the work and appointed a field officer (Ms. Emily Naish) to carry out the survey. Between April and June survey forms were sent to all organizations or reposi tories thought to contain materials, and follow-up visits were made to fourteen different locations. In other cases archivists or administrators kindly completed the forms for us or sent copies of their finding aids. We were not able to trace the present locations of all societies (particularly smaller or more specialized ones), and a tiny minority did not want to be included in the survey. By the time of the workshop, we had obtained a listing of the archives of forty-six missionary societies, which we included, London, since 1979 to be found in the Library of New College, Edinburgh; at Rhodes House Library, Oxford; and in the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London. Most archives-typically the records of individual organizations-are located at one ad dress, although where the historical archives have been depos ited in a library or record office, recent records are usually kept by the society. This is the case with the Church Missionary Society, which does not deposit records until they are forty years old, and even more so with the records of the Bible Society, which has a seventy-year closure rule. In the case of most societies, Many British mission archives have been dispersed from London, creating a bewildering time for researchers.
Rosemary Seton has been a professional archivist for nearly twenty years, having previouslyobtained a master'sdegree in history. Shehasbeen Archivist at the School of Orientaland African Studies (SOAS), University of
records are available for consultation after thirty years from the date of creation. Some records, particularly early ones, can turn up in unexpected places. A section of the early home correspon dence of the London Missionary Society, for example, is to be found in Dr. Williams's Library, in London.' while some seven teenth-century materials from the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel are in Lambeth Palace Library.
In most cases the missionary archives that survive are the and handlists of collections in many British libraries and record accumulated records of the sending organizations. These are, of offices. Limited inquiries can be answered by mail. The NRA is course, a most valuable source containing, as they do, letters and particularly concerned with British history and may not include reports written home to headquarters by missionaries in the field detailed references to overseas work, but use of its indexes and as well as documents recording the formulation and develop lists of sources on religious organizations is particularly recom ment of mission policy. However there are often considerable mended. Lastly, I have appended a select list of the published gaps. Many records have been destroyed either deliberately or histories of missionary societies. These are based in varying through negligence. Others have been lost through enemy action degree on original documentation and, when used judiciously, in wartime, others by the eternal enemies time, heat, damp, can be a useful start to scholarly research. infestation, and so forth. There are some gaps due to the inherent In the last few years an increasing number of scholars from nature of archives, which tend to consist of letters received rather than letters sent. Copies of instructions to missionaries, for example, can be hard to find. Detailed records created in the Recently scholars from field-lists of converts and church members, the records of many disciplinary missionary institutions, the minutes of papers of local mission councils, particulars of itineration work, and so on-were not backgrounds have turned usually sent to the mission house. Such records, if they still exist, to missionary archives as a should still be in the mission field, though their location may be unknown and their condition questionable. Their apparent loss source of wide scholarly and other gaps in the archives can sometimes be rectified by application.
recourse to papers prepared and collected by individual mis sionaries. The importance of these collections of letters, journals, photographs, and other papers cannot be overemphasized, par a variety of disciplinary backgrounds have turned to missionary ticularly when read alongside the official records.
archives as a source of wide scholarly application. We hope to bring out in due course a revised and expanded version of the PreliminaryGuide,on which the following list is based, to service
Further Help
this burgeoning need. To this end I am maintaining a database at SOAS and am very willing to share information. In return, I ask There is little in the way of a published literature on British those who come across primary source materials not included in missionary society archives. I have included in the bibliography the list kindly to send me details. below such guides, catalogs, and useful articles as have come my way. I have also included general and regional guides that I think readers might find useful, though a number of these were com 
Archival Sources in Britain -----------------------

Aberystwyth
Birmingham Cambridge , 1929-73; Cyprus, 1919-76; Egypt and the Sudan, 1912-68; the Gulf, 1937-76; Iran, 1957 76; Iraq, 1930-76; Jordan, 1926-75; North Africa, 1921 75; Syria and Lebanon, 1890-1975 The church/missions community must move beyond superficial fellow ship and simple networking to true partnerships-c-cooperative ven tures, strategic alliances, mutually engaged projects, and the sharing of material and human resources. The expected result is synergy-a phe nomenon where the output is greater than the sum of the individual components. In these pages, twenty-two missions leaders from around the world speak candidly to these issues. It is a call to reflection, rela tionship and engagement without which the nations of this world will not be discipled for Christ. 
